
Newspaper Response to text
It’s time to wrap up that independent reading you’ve been working on! Read
over these directions carefully before starting!

Achievement Objectives:
● Speaking, Writing and Presenting-Ideas: ideas show an awareness of a range of dimensions
● Listening, Reading and Viewing - Ideas: makes and supports inferences from texts independently
● Listening, Reading and Viewing-Ideas: makes meaning by understanding increasingly

Relating to Context
The Anatomy of……. The great New Zealand novel

● independently reading and reflecting on our novels, showing deeper thinking and understanding.
● unpacking themes and messages, conflict, character development and how setting (time and place)

Your task with this assignment is to create a newspaper page for an
extended text you have read over the past term. Make sure you read the
requirements below, and take your time to consider and plan how you want
to organise your page.



Instructions:
This project involves you having to design a newspaper page to represent

elements of your text.

★ What do I need to do?
You need to create a newspaper
page that acknowledges and
represents the text you have read.

You will follow the layout, structure
and style of a typical newspaper
when creating your response to
your text.

Your newspaper must include the
following elements - (personalised
to your specific text):

★ Masthead/Logo
★ Date (linked to setting)
★ Article about an important

moment in the text
★ Interview with a major

character from the text
discussing the climatic event

★ Editorial discussing why the
theme of the text is relevant to
society today

★ Letters to the editor (minimum
one, can be more) responding
to a characters actions

★ Appropriate photo/image
that represents the text

You may also include;

○ gossip column -
interesting titbits about
subsidiary characters

○ cartoon
○ small advertisements

appropriate to setting
and plot of text

○ weather report for your
setting

https://smallbusiness.chron.com/create-newspaper-microsoft-word-26678.html

https://www.adobe.com/express/create/newspaper

https://smallbusiness.chron.com/create-newspaper-microsoft-word-26678.html
https://www.adobe.com/express/create/newspaper


A sample layout is attached below. You can use this as the basis of
your newspaper page or you can amend/change to meet the needs
of your extended text.





Rubric for Marking


